
LETTER TO EVERYONE
LOVING NATURE AND PEACE
Wave of Healing Peace

Dear Friends of Nature and Peace,

Are you also fed up with the way this world and Nature are being
destroyed? Do you also worry about the future? About crime,
violence and safety? About how to make ends meet? Do you feel
you need to work hard and yet have too little time to enjoy life in
the company of your family and/or friends?

We are fed up and worried. We feel the majority of people world-
wide is fed up and worried. Therefore we send you a personal
invitation to be part of Pax 21 or global "Wave of Peace". It was
officially launched on 12.12.21 - a date we call the Day of Peace
and Liberation (we will explain why later on).

Together as the Wave of Peace we can awaken those who run - or
should we say ruin - this world to be ashamed of the mess the
world is in. Making them feel that they can do nothing but change
the way we treat Nature and our fellow humans beings. It is in their
own interest as well.

We all and Nature deserve to be treated fairly
Nature is used and abused as a mere commodity, whereas she is
the essence and Life itself. Who wants to destroy Nature or Life?

Too many people are left out and/or abused commercially or
otherwise. Conflicts and wars abound and mostly result from
excessive greed or the lust for power or riches of a minority. They
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take virtually the entire world hostage and prevent the majority
from living a life without too many worries. They think they have the
right to manipulate, dominate and exploit people and Nature.
Absurd!

This cannot be called civilization. It is primitive madness! It seems
that anything is allowed to generate money. Even if it is clear this
madness is taking us to ever more conflicts and disasters. Making
us suffer needlessly and making us worry (too much).

The creation of a global Wave of Peace will send a strong signal to
all leaders (who often deceive us or make us believe they are
right). We can make them feel the urgency to join the Natura Pax
Convention, which is inspired by Nature and Peace, and which
calls for a global cleansing of mentality and a clean-up of the
environment, as well as an immediate cessation of all wars.

Nature’s Law or Lex Majai
Exploiting and abusing people and Nature as if they were mere
commodities is clearly illegal when seen against the light of the
Natura Pax Convention based on Lex Majai, the Law of all laws or
the Law of Peace. Peace as being the respect of Universal Human
Values - common to all people wherever on Earth.

Respect for people and respect for Nature are basic principles
and rights that must be defended by all. Lex Majai must become
the basis of the New World of Peace, Sanity and Justice. The world
that all countries, nations and peoples should be part of. Finally
putting an end to the endless and mostly abominably selfish
conflicts and wars that have caused such huge damage to
millions of people and to Mother Nature. Conflicts and wars so
primitive and barbaric when seen through the eyes of Peace or
when held against the light of Lex Majai.
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